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INTRODUCTION 

Work on an integrated system of price and quantity statistics, which covers the 
nUmbers and the series of prices and quantities required for purposes of corn-

1"i indexes, was initiated at the request of the fifteenth session of the 
Statistical Commission. The results of the work completed on the system before the 
sixteenth session of the Commission were presented in two papers - document 
E/CN.3AOI, "A system of quantity and price index numbers", and E/CN.3A02, "The 
collection and compilation of price and quantity statistics". The Commission made a 
number of recommendations for modifications and extensions in the proposed system; 
they have been taken into account in preparing this paper and document E/CN.3A23, 
on series of prices and quantities. The comments in respect of documents E/CN.3A0b 
and E/CN.3A02, and somewhat earlier versions of them, that were made by meetings 
held in various regions of the world have also been taken into consideration.-' 

2. Documents E/CN-3A27 an^ E/CN.3A2® are being presented so that the seventeenth 
session of the Statistical Commission may comment on the substance of these papers 
and may recommend the lines along which further work on the system of statistics of 
prices and quantities should proceed. Work on the system has not yet reached the 
stage where the system set out in the two papers may be considered for adoption by 
the seventeenth session. Additional consultations with national statistical author
ities, through regional meetings and/or correspondence, further research into 
national practices and plans and the assistance of an Expert Group, is needed before 
a draft of the system of price and quantity statistics may be submitted to the Com
mission for that purpose. 

3- This paper, like document E/CN.3A01J deals with the purpose, scope and struc
ture of the proposed system of price and quantity statistics, the concepts, defini
tion and classification of the series of index numbers to be included and the weight
ing, base periods and formulae to be used in compiling these indexes. The objectives 
and scope of the system are discussed first, in that order. Dealt with next is the 
national accounting framework within which the index numbers and series of prices and 
quantities are to be integrated. The following section discusses the character and 
с ossification of the series of index numbers of the proposed system. Dealt with 

are the weighting, base periods and formulae for purposes of constructing the 
series of index numbers. 

I. PURPOSES OF THE SYSTEM 

A. Requirements for the series of data 

'••Id ranee nur,lbers and aggregates of prices and quantities are required for a wide 
da^.a 0 analytical and instrumental purposes. In order to build these series of 
ures'0fS+i!e^ *П or<^er analyse market conditions, it is necessary to have fig-

e prices and quantity of individual commodities. 

l/ S ee "p* . 
on +?° - session held in Geneva on 16-20 December 1968", Working Group 
on ч a.ls*Âcs atl^ indices of prices and quanta, Conf. Eur. Stat s/WG. 31 A* "Report 
E/C^IU/M^ /П .s^abistics of prices and quanta", Addis Ababa, 13-21 October 19^9> 
and ó 'V^/36, "Report of the working group on statistics and indices of price 
nar ¿7 +a Santiago, 2h to 28 November 1969, E/CN.12/8h9, and "Report on semi-

11 s atistics of prices and quanta, Bangkok, 15-22 June 1970, ASTAT:SPQ/5-
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1. Measures of quantities 

т J »nrt aaprecates of the output of an economy in constant prices 
are watched^Ln order to assess its economic growth and cyclical and seasonal flUC-
llltilTs Data on the volume of production of the various kinds of economic activ
ity are vanted for purposes of determining their health, their role in economic 
growíí and fluctuations, and the changes in the structure of production. These 
series are also needed in order to measure the technical coefficients, productivity 
and unit costs of industries, in order to correlate changes in output, productivity, 
costs and prices and in order to estimate the future demand for resources. For 
these purposes, it is necessary to have, in addition, constant-price data on the 
intermediate inputs and on the direct inputs into the various kinds of economic 
activity. 

6. Series of data on the quantities of the various goods and services produced, 
imported, disposed of at home and exported, are used in analysing markets and in 
balancing supplies against demands. Index numbers of the volume of imports and ex
ports are, in addition, required for purposes of analysing the balance of trade. 
Indexes and aggregates in constant prices in respect of the goods and services dis
posed of to various domestic uses are also wanted. The classification of the volume 
of goods and services consumed by households according to the object served, yields 
measures of the level and composition of their level of living. The amount of fixed 
assets acquired by the various producers of goods and services are indicators of the 
improvements made in their capacity for, and productivity of, production. 

2. Measures of prices 

7. Price index numbers are widely used in watching for, and studying, inflation 
or deflation. A number of different price statistics are wanted for these purposes. 
Indexes in respect of commodities and industries which lead in price fluctuations -
for example, certain raw materials and semi-finished goods - are needed in order to 
detect incipient inflationary or deflationary pressures. Price indexes and aggre
gates of the gross output and of the intermediate and labour inputs of the various 
kinds of economic activity, coupled with their unit costs, are required for purposes 
of identifying the sources of thes'e pressures and for purposes of tracing the ways 
in which changes in prices are transmitted through the economy. Price series on 
imports classified according to kind of commodity are also wanted for these studies. 
Comprehensive indexes of producers' prices, of the domestic supply of commodities 

n о consumers prices, are commonly used to measure over-all movements in prices-

v«io!f and apre8ates of the eross output and intermediate inputs of № 
tS ctenlês in thnft eTired f0r pure°ses °f matine their a,ell-being and 
íaUh^Tordei to i! or„traae-. f'loa indexes of exports and imports are 
to explain the balance of'trLi^lith'115 °f tr"'Je óf a natio" and fn ff#, 
soread between thp o,ioc • ' case °f ^he wholesale and retail trades, 
ular interest for purposes^f'det^ ^ prices of merchandise is of pert** 
producers to users The differ rmi"lnS price mark-ups as commodities pass from 
prices of coiSïues^re ortü ! !St,*ean the Producers ' prices and purchasers 
transport margins. Other imnnrt ! measure the price components of trade an 
are i! market iaiys^LsS!! Г8.""*' Aseries of prices for commodities 
aggregates and index numbers. ° price flexibility and in compiling price 
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wregates and indexes of consumers' prices are essential for purposes of com-
'' • data on the cost of living and on "real" wages and salaries. Considerable 
^ ma¿e of price statistics for purposes of converting values to a common unit 
T easurement, for example in compiling national accounting figures in constant 

• « nr data in national currencies to a common basis.-cricks yi 

B. The need for a common framework 

10 A number of countries gather and compile a range of statistics of prices and 
quantities in order to meet the analytical and instrumental requirements outlined 
above. They collect and issue many quantity and price series in respect of indi
vidual commodities and compile a number of different aggregates and index numbers 
from these data. However, because of differences in the ways in which the various 
series on prices and quantities originated and were developed, they are often in
compatible, one with the other, and can not be easily coupled, either for analytical 
purposes or for reconciliation with series of current values. 

11. The specifications of elementary series of prices and quantities - for example, 
the commodities or varieties of them, and the transactions to which they relate -
often differ unnecessarily. And, the price and quantity aggregates and index num
bers compiled from the elementary series are frequently unco-ordinated in respect 
of scope, in respect of weighting or in respect of classification. 

12. For example, traditional index numbers of producers' prices generally deal with 
the gross output or sales of goods by domestic producers and are classified accord
ing to commodity groups. However, except in the case of the centrally planned eco
nomic, traditional index numbers of agricultural and industrial production relate 
to the constant-price value added of domestic producers, rather than to their gross 
output; and are usually classified according to the kind of activity of the produc
ers. The traditional index numbers of prices are often also classified according 
to stage of fabrication of the commodities in question or according to the customary 
uses to which they are put. Index numbers of the production of commodities classi
fied in these ways, are rarely compiled. Though the same trends in production 
should be shown by national accounting data in constant prices and by traditional 
wdex numbers of production, this is not always the case-in practice. The tradi-
lonal price indexes in respect of consumers' and other finished goods usually 
iffer in concept, scoDe and classification from the corresponding national account-

lng series. 

Proposed system of statistics of prices and quantities is designed to elira-
^ e the deficiencies outlined above by co-ordinating and linking these data -
&гсо'еП^Г^ 3er^es» aggregates and index numbers - one with the other. A national 
the framework furnishes an efficient means for doing this. The framework is 
ЭД th m °f Wational Accounts (SNA) in the case of countries with market economies 
vith System of Balances of the National Economy (MPS) in the case of countries 
d'JetiCentrally planned economies. In either case, the accounts in respect of pro-
int atld ia respect of the supply and disposition of commodities delineate and 
accoJ.6 fT°ws that are of interest for purposes of the system. These 

0Aïield co-or<finated definitions and classifications for the series that meet 
*rabewo if 6 ana^Mtical requirements for them. The accounting identities of the 

г ~ quantity multiplied by price equals current value, the sum of the costs 
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of production equals the value of gross output, the values of the supply and the dis
position of commodities are identical - facilitate, in general, the compilation and 
use of the price and quantity series. The use of the national accounting framework 
also furnishes the basis for the integration, in respect of the elementary indicator 
series and the compilation of aggregates, of the traditional monthly, quarterly and 
annual index numbers of production and prices and the quarterly and annual national 
accounting data in constant prices. 

lh. In order to make it practicable to compile monthly, quarterly or annual index 
numbers of production and prices rapidly, it is necessary to simplify the national 
accounting framework in certain respects. This .is, for example, the case for the 
detail of classification and the multiple forms of valuation called for in the SNA. 
In order to meet certain analytical requirements, it is also important to add certain 
series of index numbers to those included in the framework. For example while, for 
national accounting for a given period it is necessary to have the prices of the 
sales and purchases that take place during the period, for certain forms of market 
analysis it is desirable to have the prices of heavy capital goods that are con
tracted for during the period instead of completed during the period. In order to 
detect incipient movements in prices in the case of market economies, it is desirable 
tc compile sensitive series of index numbers that are not delineated in the national 
accounts. And, while Paasche index numbers of prices best fit into the national 
accounting framework, Laspeyres index numbers of prices are more suitable for a num
ber of analytical purposes. In each of these instances, it is feasible to delineate 
the links between the supplementary series of index numbers and the national account
ing framework. 

C. The purpose of the international guidelines 

15» In view of the co-ordination and linkage of all price and quantity statistics in 
a national accounting framework, the proposed system is intended to furnish draft 
international guidelines in respect of national accounting in constant prices as well 
as in respect of the statistics of prices and quantities that are produced in other 
types of statistical work. These guidelines are mainly intended for the use of mar
ket-economy and centrally-planned countries in improving and expanding their own 
price and quantity statistics. Fo r this purpose, it will of course be necessary for 
countries to adapt the system of the statistics that is recommended by the Statisti
cal Commission to their own requirements and circumstances. National use of the re
commended system should result in substantial improvement in the comparability of the 
index numbers of production and prices and of the national accounting data in con
stant prices that are gathered and compiled internationally. 

coñe2^rSS!d ÍS ^ntended> as a goal for improving and developing the 
prices and TW elementary series, aggregates and index numbers of 
compile all the iîSuded *ySt6m " qUÍtS comPrehensive; few, if any, countries now 
few years National S* "OUld find ib Practicafele to reach this goal in a 
system in "a statistical authorities will find it necessary to develop the 
the cettinr of the4* -• 1П termS of their own Priorities. In order to assist 
of the system are suggested belw?*6" °f Pri°rity in сотРШпв the various series 
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II. SCOPE OF THE SYSTEM 

A. The flows to be covered 

1. The full system 

i7 The system covers flous, the value of which may, in principle, be unambigu
ously partitioned into components of quantity and price in terms of the unit of 
measurement of the given flow. This may be done directly in the case of flows of 
goods and services and in the case of flows of direct inputs (factor services). 
The former flows consist of gross output, intermediate consumption, final consump
tion gross fixed capital formation and increases in stocks, and imports and exports. 
The latter flows consist of the services of the labour and reproducible and non-
reproducible tangible assets employed in production. The services of reproducible 
fixed assets may be taken to include their consumption (depreciation). While gross 
or net value added in production (the domestic product or the net material product) 
can not be directly partitioned into quantity and price components, the flow may be 
so factored indirectly, by means of double deflation, based on quantity aggregates . 
in respect of gross output, intermediate consumption and consumption of fixed 
assets, if net, and on its value in current prices. The amount of taxes and sub
sidies v;hich are correlated with quantity or value of given commodities produced, 
sold or purchased (commodity taxes and subsidies) may also be indirectly partitioned 
in terms of their own units of measurement by reference to the volume of the flows 
of the commodities in question. Thus, the system concerns all of the flows and 
stocks that are of interest for the analytical uses that are outlined above. 

2. Direct inputs 

18. H owever, the definition and compilation of quantity and price series in re
spect of factor services are not covered in this paper. This topic will be dealt 
with at a later stage of the work on the system. The delay is due to the difficul
ties of concept and measurement that are involved in constructing these series and 
the limited amount of national experience in this work. This is especially so in 
e case-of the services of tangible capital assets. 

19» T he series on the volume of services of the tangible capital assets that have 
een c ompiled depend on estimates of the stock of tangible capital assets in con-
an p rices, sometimes adjusted for the intensity with which they are used in pro-

nri 10П' .Est-*ting the value of stocks of tangible capital assets in constant -
bnit^ ^a:*'fes conceptual and practical problems which the Statistical Office of the 
small ^ions is studying as part of its work on balance-sheet statistics. A 

пшпЬег of countries only have data in respect of the stock of fixed assets 
laired^ aSeful ^ог ^he purposes under discussion. Fewer countries have the re
used- th on/the intensity with which the stock of tangible capital assets is 
°lems F compilation of these data raises difficult conceptual and practical pro
ven b SUmates Price of the services of the stock of tangible assets have 
lent t&Sfb °n e^^er considering the current value of these services to be equiva-
Co®pone f 6 GUrrent value of gross operating surplus adjusted to eliminate such 
est rat aS the share due to the labour of the self-employed or on certain inter-
aPproacbS аП<3 dePreciaticn rates. Strong assumptions are involved in using either 
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x „»ицлп nross ocerating surplus into quantity and price compo-
20. In order to pa g National Accounts (SNA), it would be necessary 
nents in the case of the System of иаио _ ̂  ^ cQrrelated with the ̂ 7 

t° d-bleeclDital"lssetsaowned and the other portion attributable to the labour and 
„ of Se TorSng roprietor, and „„paid family workers. While the operat. 

"urolue ray also include windfall profits, it is of course impossible to isolate 
thL Й th¿ case of the Basic Principles of the System of Balances of the National 
Economy (MPS), the equivalent flow covers the returns to the same sort of direct 
inputs as in the Sltt, except that depreciation is excluded. Allowances for the con. 
sumption of fixed assets are part of the intermediate consumption. 

21. It is much less difficult to compile suitable estimates of quantities and 
prices in the case of the services of labour than it is in the case of the services 
of tangible capital assets. Ma n-hours worked, or even the number of persons engaged, 
weighted in terms of the quality of the labour services, have been used as estimates 
of the quantity. T he quality of the labour services has been considered to be pro
portioned to base-year rates of wages and salaries, educational attainment or a com
bination of selected personal characteristics including educational attainment. It 
is difficult to gather the desired data in respect of employment in the scope and 
detail that is'wanted in order to make these estimates. For example, suitable fig
ures of man-hours worked are often available in respect of employees or in respect 
of operatives only, in industrial and construction establishments. And, detailed 
data on man-hours worked or number of persons engaged, correlated with wage and 
salary rates or personal characteristics, are rarely gathered. As compared to the 
estimates of the quanta and prices of labour services that have been made, the 
difficulties of partitioning the return to labour in the case of the SNA or in the 
case of the MPS are less severe because the flows in question relate to employees 
only. Th e price component of the labour services may be estimated from comprehen
sive statistics on wage and salary rates. 

B. The flows excluded 

22. Income flows such as interest, dividends, social security benefits and saving) 
are not covered in this system. Th ese flows cannot be decomposed into quantities 
and prices in terms of their own units pf measurement. While they can be expressed 
in terms of their purchasing power over given baskets of goods and services, the 
composition of the baskets should vary from one analytical use to another. Moreover 
except for series in respect of the purchasing power of wages and salaries and na-
ona income and in respect of changes in the terms of external trade, such meas

ures are not the subject of wide interest. 

C. Transactions covered 

quantity aïd ÜH instrumental purposes outlined above, the system of 
SS if til* statlf^s should relate to all the productioi in the period in 

p^S^i^tf'' -thlS C°nSiStS °f factions in all the goods 
and in the case of th* Ü ?vVen period> whether for sale or for own accoun 
stocks. Irrespectiveof the'J' actuallM sold, used on own account or adde 
they are to be valued at th» 1П V,^ich the goods and services are disposed of, 
takes place. In the case of ^МрГ^ЬеГ J*® &t th® time ^ prodUíX°-
goods and material serví+i,^x ' ' these transactions are restricted to all 

are produced during the given period. 
the 
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i T he quantity and price aspects of all production should be covered not only in 
2h' series compiled for use in national accounting, but also in the series compiled 
Mother purposes. Total coverage is, for example, needed when the series are 
•°Г<1 for such purposes as: measuring economic growth and trends in the terms of 
fade and the well-being of producers and of consumers; assessing the effects of 
•«•balances between demand and supply on prices; or tracing the transfers of cost-

or demand-pull pressures on prices through the economy. It has been argued 
that including the goods and services that are produced for own use, added to 
stocks or transferred between establishments owned by'the same enterprise, in price 
series would attentuate the values of the series for purposes of studying market 
conditions and for purposes of measuring inflationary and deflationary pressures. 
This might be the case if the items that are not sold, were valued at prices differ
ent from those of the items that are sol. In this system, the use of sales prices 
on the market is recommended in the case uf ' production of all goods and services. 
In any case, most countries would find it imp. acticable to restrict the weights for 
their producers ' price series to the value of sales only. The data that they have 
for this purpose usually relate to gross output. 

25- The sales prices of goods completed during a period of account are sometimes 
hperfect indicators of market conditions. This may, for example, be so in the case 
of heavy machinery, structures and other products of construction which are usually 
built to order and take a long time to produce. In these cases, the durable goods 
ray be contracted for at a price which may be unrealistic in terms of market condi
tions at the time the item is completed and delivered. When these contracts in
clude escalation clauses, this situation of course does not occur. If contracting 
for the production of heavy durable goods at fixed prices is important, it would be 
^esirable to gather and compile price data in respect of the contracts made during 
a period, as well as in respect of items completed. The latter series would still 
^ needed for such purposes as estimating constant-price national accounting aggre-

es or correlating unit costs and prices. 

D. Frequency of the series 

26 IT 
lati PUrp°Ses o:P messing economic conditions, quantity and price indexes re-
pra„t? 0 fbws of goods and services are wanted annually and more frequently. In 
tion of6' ̂  Severally not be feasible to gather enough data for the compila 
ban monthly or quarterly series of quantity indexes or aggregates in as great 
countrie°rr|aS r igorously> as annual series, say in national accounting. A number of 
uct atl(j S however, make detailed constant-price estimates of the domestic prod-
-ost ei expend^'ture on a quarterly basis. In the case of index numbers of prices, 
bquent"10^^ price series will necessarily be gathered on a monthly, or even more 
ЬцаЦуЧьаз18 but considerably more data will be available for weighting purposes 
c' mo аП monb^-^y or quarterly. It will therefore be advantageous to make use 
á?x number6 ?omprehensive and reliable annual series of both quantity and price in-
tb-s morithlS 1П improving "the more current series. This could be done by compiling 
numbers. У atld quartsrly series so that they extrapolate the latest annual index 

^7 • MUc^ 
bntity and^ ?отР^е^е data may sometimes be available for purposes of compiling 

price index numbers at three or five year intervals or less frequently, 
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fban for nurcoses of compiling these index numbers each year. For example, detail 
and comprehensive Inquiries into the production and distribution of goods and ser
vices nay not be taken as frequently as annually. In these circumstances, use 

u d be nade of the detailed inquiries in order to compile benchmark series of in. 
dexes and aggregates, preferably in the framework of input-output tables. The ,ear! 
for which the mist complete data are available would serve as the weight and compar. 
ison basis for purposes of compiling the annual series., 

III. THE NATIONAL A CCOUNTING FRAMEWORK 

28. The national accounting framework which it is suggested be used for purposes of 
the integrated system of index numbers of quantity and price is set out in matrix 
form in table 1. While table 1 consists of the production and expenditure accounts 
of the matrix of the SNA,2/ a similar matrix may be constructed for the MPS.I/ 

29- The scope of industries and commodities in the casé of the matrix for the MPS 
would be restricted to the production of goods and material services; and the units 
of the non-material sphere - private enterprises selling non-material services, 
government bodies and the equivalent of private non-profit services - would be 
treated as final consumers, not intermediate consumers, of commodities. The type of 
classifications used in respect of the transactors and the transactions of the mate
rial sphere are similar to those in the SNA. The routing of transactions in the case 
of the material sphere in the MPS m atrix would also be similar to that in table 1. 

A. Units of observation and classification 

30. It may be noted from table 1 that two basic units of observation and classifi
cation are used in the production and expenditure accounts, namely, commodities and 
activities (establishments). A s imilar practice is followed in the MPS. The com
position of the gross output of various industries and of imports are exhibited in 
the form of commodities; and the commodities are disposed of to the various types of 
intermediate and final use. On the other hand, establishments classified according 
to kind of activity are used in measuring the output, cost structure and capital 
ornation of producers. A third set of classifications used in the accounts under 
iscussion s th. purpose or object of outlays on final consumption. 

ь!" of°bs Ration and classification thus conforms to the manner in 
the differine^units0^ лъ 1,hicbit relates are organized and carried on. Further, 
the various analvtiVnr зеУуаЬ1°п and classification used in table 1 correspond to 
For examnl" «ttïnt' retirements for which quantity and price series are wanted, 
assess^!* market eonrtiV^ °ñ the 4uantit^S and prices of commodities vhen 
ply for goods and serviced ^ c°rapetitiveness5 studying sources of demand and sup-
coíaítLrl dfana ^ainat supply. In analysing t h. 

p uction and the well-being of producers, however, 

~^ New YorkJ lçôâ' - Systeei of National Accounts, Series F, No. 2, United Nations, 

J Series ^-^'b^nltL^^ion^lgf ioríTimf thP Natl'°n*1 Ernn0rnY> 
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Annex to table 1 

The entries in table 1 in terms of sub-matrices are as follows. 

T3.5 The intermediate consumption of commodities classified according to type, 
reckoned at basic values, by industries classified according to kind of 
economic activity. Trade and transport margins make up a separate cate
gory of commodities. 

T 3.6 The intermediate consumption of commodities classified according to type, 
reckoned at basic values, by producers of government services classified 
according to kind of economic activity. 

T 3.7 The intermediate consumption of commodities classified according to type, 
reckoned at basic values, of the producers of private non-profit services 
classified according to kind of economic activity. 

T 
3.8 Commodities classified according .to type, reckoned at basic values, enter

ing into household consumption expenditure in the domestic market classi
fied according to object. 

T 
5*15 Additions to the stocks of commodities classified according to type, 

reckoned at basic values, held by industries classified according to kind 
of economic activity. 

T 
3»l6 Additions to the stocks of commodities classified according to type, 

reckoned at basic values, held by the producers of government services 
classified according to kind of economic activity. 

T 
3»17 Commodities classified according to type, reckoned at basic values, enter

ing in 0^ e gross fixed capital formation of industries classified accord
ing to kind of economic activity. 

T 
3,10 ClaSSified accor?ing to type, reckoned at basic values, enter-

'•ervices rip<sf ÍXe<Í capital fo™ation of the producers of government 
-ervices classified according to kind of economic activity. 

ЗЛ9 J^itles passified according to type, reckoned at basic values, enter-
non-profit services to^nf^h тл °f the producers of private 
activity. useholds classified according to kind of economic 

T 
3.2k Exports of commodities reckoned at basic values 

T * 

b^hfcSZs"700the 

of 
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T 
11.6 

Annex to table 1 (continued) 

Тс к Commodity taxes, net, classified according to type of commodity, on the 
outputs of industries classified according to kind of economic activity. 

\ 5 Commodity outputs classified according to type, reckoned at basic values, , 
of the producers of government services classified according to kind of 
economic activity. 

T6 8 Government services entering into household consumption expenditure in 
the domestic market. 

T6.9 Services produced for own use by government services classified according 
to kind of economic activity and purpose. 

T7.3 Commodity outputs classified according to type, reckoned at basic values, 
of producers of private non-profit services to households classified 
according to kind of economic activity. 

T7.8 Domestic services and private non-profit services classified according 
to kind of economic activity entering into household consumption expendi
ture in the domestic market. 

T 7-10 Services produced for own use by private non-profit services classified 
according to kind of economic activity and purpose. 

T 8.11+ Final consumption expenditure on goods and services in the domestic market 
by resident households classified according to object. 

T 
8.2U Final consumption expenditure on goods and services in the domestic market 

by non-resident households classified according to object. 
T 
9«1^ Final consumption expenditure by general government classified according 

to purpose. 
T 
10.11+ Final consumption expenditure by private non-profit institutions classi

fied according to purpose. 
T 

•3 Protective import duties. 
T 
11^ Other import duties. 
T 

•5 Values added, that is compensations of employees, operating surpluses, 
provisions for the consumption of fixed capital and indirect taxes, net, 
of industries, classified according to kind of economic activity. 

Values added of the producers of government services classified according 
to kind of economic activity. 
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Annex to table 1 (continued) 

^11 7 Values added of domestic services and the producers óf private non-profit 
services to households classified according to kind of economic activity. 

^2^.3 Imports of commodities reckoned at c.i.f. values. 

T2h.6 Direct expenditure abroad on goods and services by the producers of govern
ment services classified according to kind of economic activity. 

T2h.8 Final consumption expenditure abroad by resident households. 
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blishments classified according to kind of economic activity are of interest. 
6 д in examining the changes in the level and composition of household consumption 
d the activities of government, the primary interest is in quantity and price 

series on consumption expenditures classified according to the object or purpose of 
these outlays. 

%2 The use of commodities as a unit of observation and classification is also 
fundamental to the compilation of quantity and price index numbers because elemen
tary series (units of measurement) for this purpose must be expressed in terms of 
individual commodities, or varieties of the commodities. For example, the cross-
classification of the gross output of commodities according to class of commodity 
and kind of activity furnish the basis for building up quantity and price series in 
respect of the output of industries. This cross-classification also furnishes the 
basis for classifying commodities according to the industry in which they are char
acteristically produced. A classification of commodities of this type can be of 
considerable assistance in passing from elementary series of indicators in respect 
cf commodities to indexes in respect of industries hJ Similarly, the cross-
classification of the various forms of final expenditure according to object or pur
pose and class of commodity is basic to compiling series of index numbers concern
ing these outlays. • 

33- Table 1 calls for the valuation of the supplies and dispositions of commodities 
at approximate basic values, i.e., the value of the market on commodities at the 
establishment of the producers, exclusive of the net commodity taxes levied at that 
point. A similar concept of valuation is used in the case of the centrally planned 
economies. Th e producers' values of the gross output of commodities are divided 
into approximate basic values and net commodity taxes. The purchasers' values of 
intermediate and final expenditure on commodities, i.e., the market value at which 
these outlays are made, are divided into approximate basic values, trade and trans
port margins and net commodity taxes. Net commodity taxes in respect of a given 
commodity are equivalent to the indirect taxes reduced by subsidies levied on the x 

commodity, each of which vary with the quantity and value of the commodity and the 
source of disposition of the commodity. ^ 

D*YtalUat*°n aPProximate basic values is emphasized in the production and ex
penditure accounts of the revised SNA in order to value commodities as uniformly as 
re ?oss:''^-e ^or such purposes as input-output analysis in constant, as well as cur-
the ' Pr^ces* Uniform valuation of commodities is also of assistance when using 

commodity-flow япптлялЬ í« i i пег nnan'hi'f.v nnd nripfl indexes, because the 

B. Valuation and other characteristics 

CCmnil J V, — vaxxuus dispositions OX one given types ui tuiiMUuiwaj >.0,11 unci! uc 
port adding the appropriate series on net commodity taxes and trade and trans 

ical Office of the United Nations is developing this type of classi-
See "Draft international classification of all goods and services", 
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35. Uniform valuation of commodities also facilitates checking the consistency of 
quantity and price series in respect of the supply and use of categories of commod
ities when these series are compiled independently rather than througn the commodity-
flow approach. It is evident from table 1 that the total values in current prices 
of the supply and dispositions of each category of commodities must be identical if 
valued in the same manner. It may be shown that this is also the case for values 
in constant prices, provided the total supplies and dispositions of commodities are 
valued identically a.nd are compiled using the same weight base and formula•_/ If 
series of price and quantity index numbers are compiled so that the product of the 
two in respect of each group of commodities is equal to the corresponding index 
numbers of current value, the price index numbers of the total supply and the dis
position of these commodities will also be equivalent. 

C. The basic input-output tables and the integrated system of 
index numbers 

36. Two tables of basic input-output data, which focus on commodities and indus
tries, respectively, can be derived from the matrix of table 1. One table consists 
of the entries in rows and columns 3 and U and portrays the sources of supply and 
disposition of various types of commodities. The other table consists of the en
tries in row and column 5 and portrays the gross outputs and inputs of industries. 
Tables 2 and 3 and 11 and 12 of the SNA are versions of these tables in current and 
constant prices, respectively, abbreviated to omit such cross-classifications as 
category of commodity and object of household expenditure or category of commodity 
and kind of activity of the industries making fixed capital outlays .2/ 

37• These tables are of interest here not only because tables 11 and 12 call for 
comprehensive and co-ordinated series of constant-price data, but also because the 
tables detail the framework which national accounts furnish for purposes of devising 
and compiling the integrated system of quantity and price statistics. The tables 
show how the indicators and weights of the system may be systematically defined and 
classified and how consistent and comparable series of constant-price aggregates and 
index numbers may be built up and checked, one against the other. The tables delin
eate the building blocks which may be used in compiling the series of data and how 
series classified in one way may be converted to series classified in another way. 

evèrv^thrp^ co"ntr^es find it feasible to complete tables 11 and 12 once 
annual aid 7е УеаГ 0lUï' they must be simplified for purposes of compiling 
iSsiS bX. que Seri€S- The dirertions i" I'hich this Seeds to be done are 

IV. THE AGGREGATED SERIES OF THE SYSTEM 

A- General features 

tity index numbers ап^а^ге^еГоГьЬе^ Т® ^eJUent series of Price and qua°" ggregates of the system that result from simplifying the 

57 ^'^.luT^Sys^VSoLTil1^!!-^15 ^ a"*""' P"a3' 
У See annex 8.J, A System of ^ ̂ 
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Frequency Suggested mos t detatted 
classiflcation» 

Suggested 
Description of «srl.s Monthly Quarterly Annually 

Suggested mos t detatted 
classiflcation» orders of 

priority 
• Supplementary -remarks 

Grose output mnd total supply of commodities* classified according to kind of activity where 
the commodities are characteristically produced and class of eomodltyl/ 

feods: Quantity and p rice indexes 
' (producers' values) 

. Distributive-trade services 
1. Quantity and p rice indexes 

(producers' values) of gross 
margins of wholesale and retail 
trades according to category of 
commodity 

2. Quantity and price indexes 
(purchasers' values) of retail 
sales according to class of 
commodity 

C. Restaurant and h otel services 
1. Price indexes (purchasers' 

values) of sales 
2. Quantity indexes (purchasers' 

values) of sales 

D. Transpor t and sto rage services 
1. Goods tran sports Quantity and 

price indexes (purchasers' 
values) of transport services 
according to class of commodity 
freighted and kin d of services 

2. Passenger transport services 
a. Quantity index (purchasers' 

values) of transport ser
vices furnished 

b. Price index (purchasers' 
values) of transport ser
vices furnished 

c. Storage services: Quantity 
and pri ce indexes (purcha
sers' values) of services 
furnished according to cete-
gory o f commodities stored 

E- c«™nicatlon services 
1- Price indexes (purchasers' 

»»l"es) according to kind of 
disposition and category of 
services 

2- Quantity indexes (purchasers' 
««ordlng to kind of 

№Пс« 'na c,USOry of 

°th" servi«« of industries 
1- Plnoaeial, insurance, real 

"tete and bu siness services-
(Toty "1 price 
I Purchasers' values) 

2' re=«Mlonal and per-
t service, 

"lues)"""" (pUrchM"«' 

"• J""1'" (purcha-•ers' values) 

ïiÎÎ.«JîL?raUPî eff°pt,I8C? í eKcept 2 In tlM c"« °r the oonthly and annual Indexes, classes for: Agricultural and for Beaw it n, ь* ...a classes for: Agricultural and 
livestock products, Metal 
ores, Other mining products 
Construction 

for fieavy 
capital 
goods and 
construc
tion 

ISIC major groups except ZSCC 
classes for: Agricultural and 
livestock products, Metal 
ores, Other mining products 

As In В 1 above 

X ISIC major groups 

X ISIC major groups 

« — «•* "WIIVIUJ «bina niulWM IJIUCXV* 

It may be necessary to condense the classifi
cation to ISIC divisions for a number of cate
gories of commodities. It is desirable to 
gather and compile, in addition, (l) weekly or 
bi-weekly price indexes of the spot seles of 
commodities, the prices of which are very sen
sitive to market conditions and (11) price in
dexes In respect of contracts made during the 
month in the case of goods which take a long 
time to produce and are usually made to order. 

The series of index numbers are the expedient 
source of data on household consumption expen
diture. It may be desirable or necessary to 
condense the classification of the monthly in
dexes Issued to ISIC divisions. 

These Index numbers are the expedient source 
3, quarter- oi âata on bousehold consumption expenditure. 
1У 
2, annual 

Commodities freighted: ISIC 
major groups except ISCC 
classes for Agricultural and 
livestock products, Metal ores 
and Other mining products. 
Transport services: ISIC 
groups 

ISIC groups 

As in D 2 

Commodities stored: ISIC, 
groups except ISCC classes 
for: Agricultural and live
stock products, Metal ores 
and Other mining products 

Disposition: Households, Gov
ernment service^, Other, 
Kind of service: ISCC classes 

As in Б 1 above 

Monthly: 1 
for railway 
tramway, air, 
large-scale 
bus and ч 
water trans
port; 3 for 
other. 
Annual^ 1 
and 2 re
spectively T hese series of Indexes are the most expedient 

^ source of data on household final consumption 
expenditure. 

The series of indexes are the most expedient 
2 quarterly source household final consumption expendí-  
1, annual ture' 

ISIC groupe 

X ISIC groups 

X ISIC groups 

3, quarterty 
2, annual 

These series of Indexes are the most expedient 
3 quartedy eource household final consumption expendi-
2, annual tur*' 
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Tibie 2. Suegi.tc4 index юмЪегХг quantity and p rice (continued) 

feeerlptlea of eerlee 
Frequency 

toot hly Quarterly [Annually 

Suggested most detailed 
classifications/ 

Suggested 
orders of 
priority 

Supplementary remark* 

rt Suiely fro. lapo rte of cceo»ditlee claeelfled according to kind of activity vbere 
the coeoodltlee are characterletlcally produced and claee of coeenodlty 

A. ««entity aed 
(e.l.f. pine 

prie* indexe»  
import dutlee) 

». «tfittife/ and price Indexes 
(t.l.f.) 

I8IC major groupe except ISCC 
claeeea for: Agricultural and 
live»tocк productif Metal oree»  
Other mining products. 

A* in A above. 

It may b e necessary to condense soie ». 
the c.tegorle. to ISIC division, ln " 
case of the monthly eerlee. 

Aa ln A ab ove. 

JIT Total euDply of commodities dispo sed la the domestic market» classified according to . 
diepoeltlon end kind of activity where the comodines are characterletlcally produced end cieas of commodity^ 

А. Гни; rrniir disposed of ln the 
domestic market acco rding to 
euetomary patte rn of use 
X. Goods: «« entity and pri ce in

dexes (producers* v alues) 

8. Aervlcvi: ««entity aad pr ice 
Indexes (purchasers* values) 

Cetegories of commodities: ISIC 1 except 2 for It is desirable, or may be necessary, to 
*. —condense the class If lcat ion of coseoiltlei 

to ISIC divisions in a number of instances. 
major groups except ISCC heavy capital 
classes for: Agricultural and goods and ma-
livestock products* Dlepoai- chinery and 
tlon: Intermediate consumption» for groes 
Pinal consumption» Groat capl- fixed capital 
tal formation formation. 
Class of commodity: ISIC divi- 3 
tioos. Disposition: Intermedi
ate consumption, Pinal consump
tion, Gross capital formation. 

1. Commodities d isposed of la the 
domestic maftet according to 
actual use 
1. Goods: «lanttty «ad price in 

dexée (purchasers* values and 
sub-divided into producers* 
price* aad trad e end tra ns
port margins) 

8. Services: ««entity aad pr ice 
lademea (purchasers* values) 

Categories of commodities: ISIC 2 for purcha-
major groups except ISCC 
classes for: Agricultural and 
livestock products, Metal ores, 
Other mining products. Dispo
sition: Intermediate consump
tion» Pinal consumption, In
creases in stocks, Gross capi
tal formation. 
Categories of commodities: ISIC 
major groups. Disposition: In
termediate consumption, Final 
consumption. 

sers' values; 
3 for sub
division of 
those values. 

Price indexes are not to he compiled la 
the case of increases in stocks. It ssj 
be necessary to condense the classifies-
tion to ISIC divisions in certain in
stances. 

It may be necessary to condense the clssii* 
flcation to ISIC divisions ln a number of 
instances. 

A. faport* of commodities: « jantity 
and pr ice Indexes (f.o.b. values, 
ifcich identical feo purchasers1 

values at the exporting country*! 
bonder) 

». Kxport* o f eoHodlfeles: feantlty 
aad p rice ladease (purchasers* 
values subdivided into "produc
er* * values and trad* and trans-
pert marglas) 

IV. Total supply of Commodities disp osed in exports, classified according to kind of activity where 
the co^odlties are characteristically produced and class of coaoodity¿/ 

ISIC major groups except ISCC 
classes for: Agricultural. and 
livestock products. Metal oree,  
Other mining products. 

As in A above. 

It may be necessary to condense certila of 
the categories to ISIC divisions, In pe r* 
ticular, In the case of the monthly in
dexes. 

It may be necessary to condense certain 
of the categories to ISIC d ivisions. 

Ortprt, Urtemrtl.u cowptioq ind gro,, nx*S capitel foraetloo of industries according to kind of activity . 
A. Goods-producing Industries 

«everting to kind of activity 
i. Grose eetput: «antlfey end 

price Indexes (producers* 

8. Value added 
a* « «entity indexes (pro. 

* valsee) 

b. Price indexes (produc
er* * vmixes) 

3. Intermediate coaeumptiom: 
**«llty aid prie* indexes  
(деЬпееп* vaines) 

ISIC major groups 

ШС major groups 

MIC major groups 

I8IC major groups 

1 except 2 for It may b e necessary to condense the cl4" 
heavy capital fication to ISIC divisions in certain см*. 
goods Indus- ln particular, ln the monthly.led**8-' 
trie* and con
struction 

1 It may be necessary to condense the 
flcation to ISIC divisions in certain см  
in particular, in the monthly index*»-

3 It may b e адсеаеагу to condense the cl*"£t 
fication to ISIC divisions in certain 

2 It may be necessary to condense the el*» 
fication to ISIC divisions in certain 
stances* 
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of quantity and price (continued) 

„.erlptfc* of "rl" 

Frequency 

Monthly Quarterly Annually 
Suggested mo st deta iled 

classifications' 

Suggested 
orders of 
priority 

Supplementary rem arks 

V. Output, Intermediate cons umption «na gro«« flxe a capital fondation of loâuotrlo. «corning to Kind of «ctlvlty^ (continued) 

(continu*) 
i Cloit fl*«J capítol forra- 

„tloo: Oantlty and price 
bun (purciiaacr.- va lue.) 
occordlng to type of fired 
uieti 

I, Nholessls a nd retail trade 
•ecortiig to kin d © f a ctivity 
). Sslss 

«. Quantity an d price in
dexes (prod ucers' values) 
of sales of wholesale 
trade 

b. Q uantity and price Indexes 
(purchasers' values) o f 
sales of ret ail trade 

2. V alue a dded 
a. Qu antity inde xes (produc 

ers' values ) 

b. Pri ce ind exes (producers' 
values) 

3* C ost of ве re bandies sold : 
Price i ndexes (purchasers ' 
values) of purc hases of Mer
chandise b y who lesale and 
retail tra de 

t. Cross fix ed capital formation: 
Quntlty aM price Index es 
(purchasers' values) according 
to type of fixed asset and 
bind of wh olesale a nd ret ail 
trade 

6. fteatsurants sal hotels according 
te kind o f activ ity 
1. V alue a dded 

a. Quantity in dexes (produc
ers' values ) 
Price In dexes (producers' 
values) 

2» In termediate con susiptlon: 
««itity and price . Indexes 
(parchasen' values) 

3" "Р'1»! formation: 
wtlty and pnce indexât •«««-
ÍZI1'* Price indexai  
fe"' «I»"). claaal-
«ЛопГ.Г0"004' 

*bs 

' ̂ ialuîîr" (|>Po4uc* 
ve^,^' (producers' 

Type of fixed assets: Structures 
and other construction. Trans
port equipment, Machinery and 
equipment. Other fixed assets. 
Kind of activity: ISIC major 
groups. 

X Groups of 1958 version of 1810^ 2 

X Groups of 1958 version of 1310^ 1 

ISIC major groups and .groups of 
1С» 1958 version of ISld 

ISIC major groups and ¿roups of 
1958 version of I8IC» 

ISIC major groups an 
1958 version of I8IC 
ISIC major groups ang^group# of 

Type of fixed assets: Structures 
and other construction. Trans
port equipment. Machinery and 
equipment. Other kinds of fixed 
assets. Ki nd of activity: ISIC 
major groups and groups of the 
1998 version of ISICi/ 

ISIC major groups 

ISIC major groups 

ISIC major groups 

Type of fixed assets: Structure^ 
and other construction. Trans
port equipment, Machinery end 
equipment. Other fixed assete. 
Kind of activity: X8XC major 
groups. 

It may be necessary to condense the classi
fication of kind of activity to ISIC divi
sions in certain cases. In the case of 
Agricultural and livestock productions, It 
will be desirable to separate categories in 
respect of gross fixed capital formation in 
land Improvements and plantâtIon and orchard 
development and In breeding stock, draught 
animals, dairy cattle, etc. from the cate
gory "Other kinds of fixed assete". 

Classification according to type of opera
tion, for example Merchant wholesalers. 
Manufacturers' sales offices and branches, 
Agents and brokers, may also be of interest. 
Classification according to type of opera
tion, for example Se lf-service stores, . 
Other shops mnd stalls, Mall order houses, 
Other retail trade unite, may also be of 
interest• 

Classification according to type of opera
tion, as in В 1 above, may also be of In
terest. 
Classification according to type of opera
tion, as In В 1 above, may also be of In
terest. 
Classification according to type of opera
tion, as in В 1 above, will also be of in
terest. 

Classification according to type of opera
tion as In В 1 above, may also bs of in
terest. 

. 3, quarterly 
1, annually 

3 

I8XC groups. G oods freighting, 
passenger transport 

Monthly: 1 for 
railway, tram-
way, air, 
large-seal# 
bus and water 
transport; 3 
for other. 
Annual: 1 and 
2, respective
ly 

ISIC groups 

ISIC groups 

Monthly: ss 
in D 1 above 
Annual: 1 

fearterly instead of monthly series for 
storage. 
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Suggested iode* numbers^ of quantity and p rice (continued) 

Description ©f serle* 
frequency Suggested most d etailed 

classifications/ 

Suggested 
orders of Supplementary remarks Description ©f serle* 

Monthly Quarterly Annually 

Suggested most d etailed 
classifications/ priority 

Supplementary remarks 

V. Output, intermedist» consumption and gros s fixed capital formation of industries according to kind of actlvitj^/ (continued) 

P. Transport industries according 
to kind and storage (continued) 
3. Gross flxsd capitals Quantity 

and p rice indexes (purcha
sers' values) 

X ISIC groups 3 

К. Communications 
1. Value added 

a. feantlty indexe* (produc 
ers ' values) 

b. Price indexe* (producer** 
value*) 

г. Gro** fixed capital formation:  
Quantity and price Indexe*  
(purchasers' value*) accord
ing to type of fixed a**et 

У. Other service Industrie* • fi
nancial , butine**, health, rec
reational and peraonal servlcee • 
according to hind of activity 
1* Value added? Quantity indexe*  

(producers' value*) 
2. Grose fixed capital formation: 

Quantity and price indexes 
(purchasers* values) accord
ing to type of fixed aeeet 
and kind of eervlce activity 

Structures and other construc
tion, Transport equipment, 
Machinery and equipment, Other 
fixed asaetc 

ISIC groups 

Type of fixed asset*: Structure* 
and other construction, Trans
port equipment, Machinery and 
equipment, Other fixed asset*. 
Kind of activity: ISIC groups. 

3, quarterly 
1, annual 

VI. Output and groe* fixed capital formation of producer* o f government service* and of private 
non-profit services according to kind of activity^/ 

A. Gro** out put: Quantity indexes 
(producer*' value*), government 
service* and p rivate non-profit 
services separately 

B. Value added: Quantity indexes 
(producers* value*), government 
«enrice* and pri vate non-profit 
services separately 

C. Gross fixed capital formation: 
Quantity and pr ice indexes 
(purchaser*' values), government 
services and pri vate non-profit 
services separately 

X ISIC d ivisions 

X ISIC d ivisions 

X ISIC d ivisions 

A. Hmisehold final consumption e x
penditure according to object 
1. Price indexes (purchasers' 

values) 

2« (b antlty Indexes (purchasers* 
values) 

B. Gover nment f inal consumption ex 
penditure: Q uantity index** 
(purchasers* value*) accordlrm  
to pirpoee 

C. final conception 0f private 
non-profit service*: Quantity 
indexes (purchasers' values) 
according to purpose 

VII. »n.! coemption .«pecdltur. o, good. »nd .c rvlces «cording tp obJ;ct or purpoíe of the outlay„ 

Third level of the classifica
tion of household goods and 
services 

Second level of the classifica
tion of household goods and 
service* 

first level of the classifica
tion of government purposes 

1 It nay be necessary to condense the classi
fication to the second level of classifica
tion In a number of instances. In addition, 
the price Indexes are generally compiled 
for given income and other groups of the 
population. 

3» quarterly In addition, the annual quantity indexes 
2, annually are of interest in respect of given income 

and other groups of the population. 

first level of the classifica
tion of purposes of private non
profit services 

иэт.'пи!.**"'""1 "ri" *rt M ,R wb"*' 1Ги1и!"п*1ал°^ ln ®enerll> 40 •eeregatí» of prices In constant guan-
V W... lndle.ua othaevl... ,3IC cU,,lrtc.tl , ** "* C0,"pll'd °n" е"Гу fl" " 

«nod. and larrlca.*^*3T/ÎT*T^7VStIu Üt i pralUlnsry m °f Ац Econoclc Activities. Serlel 
l" « ̂  .f V ">• United •totlon:;^ ̂ ne 1ЭТ0 TL standard clas.iricstión of -

"I«.t la tac la t.J of tu públlcetíon- i Ti 5' Ulüu<1 «étions, 196e. Ttw c iaalífi^!' C^81cltIon' referred to ln thle column en 
t*~le 5.1: t)M e1ssal#l..it .. - ce*l°u; the classification of ! . classification of groas fixed fnn..t(nA a^^ordlnx t< 

- - m o. fiarla.» * ^ — ««none, 25 June л о?л JÜ lu * ^ iritern*Uonal standard classification of a. 
l* *"'» tat la t.J of tüe «bUcMl 3' Unltea Nations, 196e ThT?; ^î.0ther «l»"Hïc,tion« referred to ln thle column er e «1' 
l" «ti. 5-5; th. .lM.tflctloToJ pîî«U 2Г ûf hou.ehoíd £od, ™í"í"í J aí T" fbKd fo^uttlon according to tyi 

U hntam- «lo., м proba,",. non.proflt purposss, m tmble 5.® «rvlces, 1„ table 6.1; the с Isa, If let Ion of government purpoa( 

S с? t th' ** - output of retail trade 

У ть. clu.ifietle cf tranaport wu-gin. m th. ce of on. of th. a.rle. auggf 

î. " «* - Ь Stands,. „1С 
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atrix of table 1, as delineated in tables 11 and 12 of the SUA. The system includes 
the compilation of tables 11 and 12 of the SNA. once every five years to threeyears. Table 
2 suggests how the series are to be classified and what orders of priority are to be 
assigned to the series, as well as the transactions which are to be covered and the 
frequency with which the series are to be compiled. , 

40. T able 2 is. organized in accordance with the major distinctions between trans
actions that are drawn in the national accounting framework - (i) the transactions in 
respect of commodities, (ii) the transactions of producers and (iii) the transactions 
of final consumers. The first set of transactions concern the supply (production and 
import), transport and distribution, and disposition of commodities. The second 
group of transactions relate to the gross output, value added, intermediate inputs 
and gross fixed capital formation of producers. The third type of transaction con
sists of the final consumption of households, government and private non-profit 
bodies. So that the system will be of interest to countries using either the MPS or 
the SNA, the series on goods, the data on material services and the series on non-
material services are distinguished, one from the other. These distinctions also 
correspond, on the whole, to the differences in frequency and order of priority with 
which the series should be compiled. 

41. T he annual series suggested in table 2, coupled with tables 11 and 12 of the SNA, 
cover all flows in .respect of goods and services included in the constant-price 
tables of the SNâX'. The monthly and quarterly series are limited to urgently needed 
data for purposes of assessing current economic conditions which it is thought could 
be gathered and compiled rapidly. It will be necessary to use fewer series of indi
cators and more approximate methods of compilation in the case of monthly and quarter
ly index numbers than in the case of the annual index numbers. In general, the 
monthly and quarterly series should extrapolate the latest, complete annual series 
that is available. This approach would increase the reliability of the monthly and 
quarterly series and ensure that these data and the correlative annual series are 
comparable enough to be used in combination. The annual series, in turn, should be 
enchmarked on the results of the compilation of tables 11 and 12. The equivalent of 
e current-value versions of these two tables - tables 2 and 3 °f the SNA - would 
urnish most of the base-year weights for purposes of compiling the annual and more 
frequent series. 

Series in respect of supply and disposition of commodities 

1. The supply of commodities 

the Se^es suSgested in table 2 in respect of the supply (the gross output and 
tribut/0 commoditie* bo atl economy and in respect of their transport and dis
tinct ' 10П,аге designed to serve both analytical and instrumental purposes. The dis-
is 0:f10n between the supply of commodities and the movement of the goods to end uses 
the v ?°Urse a basic feature of the national accounting framework. In addition to ; 
it fur ,6ь makine bbe distinction thàt have been outlined earlier in this paper, 
commod't^ 6S b>asis f° r focusing attention on the producers' prices at which the 
market enter the market and on the purchasers' prices at which they leave the 
port ° and uses. The additions to the producers' prices that result from trans-
the » .distribution are, on the whole, more difficult to measure directly than are 

purchasers' prices. 

у — 
ables 8 through l6, except 10, annex 8.3, A System of National Accounts, op. cit. 
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j 

in order to study the sources oí un  
commodities, one in relation to the 

Uh As the prices and quantities of individual commodities make up the elementary 
data of the system, the series under discussion, when classified in greater detail 
in a number of instances, furnish the building blocks in the commodity flow approach 
to compiling the other series of index numbers and aggregates suggested in table 2. 
For these purposes, the series on the supply of commodities must of course be cross-
classified according to disposition and according to the kind of industry in which 
they were actually produced. In addition, the commodities disposed of to industries 
must be cross-classified according to the kind of economic activity of the indus
tries and those disposed of to households, government services and private non-profit 
services, according to the objects of the expenditures. All of these cross-
classifications are included in the matrix of table 1, and to a considerable extent, 
in tables 11 and 12 of the SNA., but they have been suppressed in the series recom
mended in table 2. The cross-classifications are not essential to most of the re
quirements for the data for purposes of analysing current economic conditions; they 
would also greatly complicate the task of compiling and publishing the series. j 

1*5. M ost important for the purposes outlined above are price and quantity series | 
in respect of the supply of domestically produced and imported goods. Excepting 
construction and heavy machinery, the series on gross output are, in general, more 
easily compiled than most of the other data of the system. They may also serve as 
the foundation of the system and are already the subject of considerable national 
attention. It is therefore recommended that index numbers on the gross output, ia- * 
port and supply of goods should be compiled monthly and annually and that excepting j 
construction and heavy machinery, the series should be assigned the highest order of | 
priority. It is also suggested that goods, the prices of which are very sensitive 
to changes in market conditions, should be the subject of a special series of price 
indexes and that a series of contract prices should be compiled in respect of con
struction and heavy capital goods. ; 

prices of goods sold at retail furnish basic data on the purchasers' prices 
paid by households and on their cost of livinc. This ЯРИЙЯ П-Р ПГЧ'РРЯ. nouDled with 
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и The suggested series on transport margins in respect of various commodities 
are designed to serve the same purposes as the series on distributive-^trade margins. 
While the data are less difficult to compile, the same frequency and order of prior
ity of compilation is therefore suggested in the case of the former series as in the 
case of the latter series. However, figures are wanted in respect of the prices and 
quantities of passenger transport services for purposes of compiling data on house
hold consumption expenditure. And, except for unorganized transport, for example 
small water craft or taxi cabs, the difficulties of gathering the elementary series 
and compiling the index numbers are not too great. Both monthly and annual compila
tion of the series is therefore proposed. 

1)8. Monthly price indexes are also wanted in respect of the services rendered to 1 -
households in order to measure trends in their cost of living. The interest in 
monthly index numbers of the quantity of these services that households purchase, 
is not nearly as great. Furthermore, it is more difficult to gather the"elementary 
series for purposes of compiling the quantity series than those for purposes of com
piling the price series. Less national experience has also been acquired in respect  
of the former series than in respect of the latter series. For these reasons, month
ly price indexes and quarterly quantity indexes are suggested in the case of the 
services rendered to households and higher orders of priority of compilation are 
proposed in the case of the former series than in the case of the latter series.. 

2. The disposition of commodities 

ty. Price and quantity indexes in respect of the various ways in which commodities 
are disposed of, are wanted for a number of purposes. Examples of these purposes 
are delineating the market for the commodities, assessing the impact of the various 
kinds of demand on the prices and the output of the goods and services and identi-
ymg the sources and effects of demand-pull inflation. Monthly indicators of the 
current trends in the case of the different sources of demand serve some of these 
dataS* M°re comPreliens^ve annual and less frequent series of basic input-output 

are needed for purposes of more reliable measurement and analysis of the topics. 

of' ^efause a(3e<luate elementary series for purposes of compiling independent series 
0DinUr+baSSrS ' pr;*-ces таУ n°t he available monthly during the early stages of devel-
the ̂  -6 system °** Price and quantity statistics, it is suggested in table 2 that 
gories^f3 pro<3ucers ' prices compiled in respect of the supply of various cate-
are gath ^?0<?s should he used. If adequate elementary series of purchasers \ prices 
chasers'6 i respech o;P the end uses of goods, price and quantity indexes in -pur-
compiv v uesshould be compiled. As sufficient elementary series for purposes of 
availabl§ ^•Uan^"i"ty indexes concerning the disposition of goods are unlikely to be 
Ье'Ле„ '?.su8?ested. in table 2"that when necessary, recourse should -
a given t usua,i proportions in which the gross output, in constant prices, of 

Masito eg0ry of> Soods is disposed of to various domestic end uses. It should 
c°nthly e t corapu^e the quantity of the goods in question that is exported from 
^ tabl еГПа''" trade statistics; a high order of priority is assigned in section 
goods in Q6 2 monthly compilation of this series. The supply of the category of 

goods h6S^°n remains for domestic use might, in view of the character of 
^ dom & s:*"n^e entd use only. If this is not the case, the apportionment 

estic use of the supply might be based on the monthly constant-price data 
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in respect of the retail sales of the goods that is recommended in section I of 
table 2 and the annual constant-price data in respect of the actual disposition oí  
the goods that is recommended in section II of the table. 

51.' There is considerably less interest in current price and quantity series in rt. 
spect of the gross output-of services. The demand for services is, on the whole, 
less volatile than that for goods and plays a smaller role in economic conditions. 
It is therefore suggested that quarterly, instead of monthly, series should be сок-
piled and that these series should be assigned the lowest order of priority. The 
suggested frequency of compilation and order of priority is consistent with the pre-
posals in respect of the gross output of the services. .Once price and quantity data 
are available in respect of the gross output of services, the series on their dis
position would not be too difficult to compile because except for financial and real 
estate, there would be no problems of allocation. 

52. It is suggested that the annual series in respect of the dispositon of goods 
should deal with the actual situation and that the goods should be valued at purcha
sers' values. These index numbers might be compiled by summing detailed price and 
quantity aggregates in respect of the domestic end use of each category of goods, 
cross-classified according to the kind of activity of producers when the goods enter 
into intermediate consumption or gross fixed capital formation or according to object 
of expenditure when the goods enter into final consumption. The aggregates of in
terest are called for in sub-matrices of rows 3 and b- in table 1, which concern the 
disposition of commodities. These detailed price and quantity series are also need
ed in order to compile a number of the suggested annual series in section V, VI a nd 
VII of table 2. The same order of priority, two, is suggested in the case of the 
annual series on the disposition of goods and in the case of the annual series on 
the characteristics of the producers and consumers using these goods. 

53» The procedure for compiling the annual series on the disposition of services 
might be similar to those for compiling the annual series on the disposition of 
goo Is suggested that the compilation of the former series also be assigned 
a priority of two. The data are more easily compiled than the series on goods 
DUrehagprs* valnoe ом/í » ° , , , —-w ^uiiipij.cu 1лю,и one series un guuua as 
ГРГКЗРГРГ* I t ^ producers' values are equivalent and most of the services are rendered to households. 

are cartitioned^n+f! ^er^"es(on dispositions of goods where purchasers' val  
more difficult than th^ values and trade and transport margins is of cour 
g^ph ЙеаПу uL shouîi h* 'Г °f the Series d^ussed in thS preceding par 
conœminfSe distriw- Ï" Г36 °f the Series jested in section I of table 
goods classified асопт-л"е'+ аП<3 transPort margins in respect of categories 
5ГLpUaUonontil«S 0 end.USe- In practice> " be necessary to base 
prices and producers' Рг1сеГесоио1е??.Чье1ете^аГУ S6rÍeS °f comparable pUrCbf prices. ' with quantity series valued in purchasers 

C* Series in yp*Pect of 
1* The uses of the data 

55* Price and quantity series in roc 
and gross fixed capital formats™ ®spect of the output, intermediate consump 
to a number of analytical and in-t?unen?d?CerS' in particular> industries, ar 

instrumental uses. Examples of these uses *re are 
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essing general economic conditions and the well-being of the industries, mea
ning the productivity of labour and capital, and tracking the effects of changes 
^unit costs through the economy. 

CQ T he series on the gross output of the various industries portray the market 
trends for their products and furnish the basis for correlating their well-being 
••;th the circumstances leading to changes in the demand for the products. The data 
D.n. gross output, coupled with the series on intermediate consumption, may be used 
•-compute technical coefficients and the price relationships between the two flows. 
Index numbers of production, in terms of gross output and/or value added, are widely 
rployed in measuring economic growth and fluctuation. Price index numbers of value added 
nay be used to portray the trends in the terms of trade of each industry. Data on 
value added in constant prices enter into measures of the joint productivity of" 
labour and capital. Figures of the quantity of gross fixed capital formation of 
various industries furnish information on the expansion in their capacity to produce. 

2. Gross output and value added 

5?. In compiling index numbers of production, countries using either the MPS or the 
SIA have devoted most attention to the goods producing industries. These industries 
play a major role in economic trends; and quantity index numbers of their gross out
put and/or value added are often less difficult to compile than the corresponding 
index numbers for other industries. It is therefore recommended in table 2 that 
aonthly, as well as annual, quantity indexes of gross output and of value added 
should be compiled in the case of the goods-producing industries and that the high
est order of priority should be assigned to this work. In order to watch changes in 
the veil-being of these industries and in prices in general, it is also proposed 
that monthly, as well as annual, price indexes of the gross output of the goods 
producing industries should be prepared. In the case of the price indexes of value 

ed, only annual compilation is proposed; they are not needed as frequently as the 
Wice indexes of gross output and are more difficult to compile. 

53. The series of index numbers in respect of the gross output of the goods produc-
•^índustries may be derived from the same quantity and price aggregates that are 
that 1П °ri?er comPile the series of index numbers of the gross output of goods 
Crossar® discussed above. For these purposes the aggregates in question should be 
iadust S'Sified according to categories of commodities and according to kinds of 
Cse oiffhtSbWl:iere each cate§ory oí> commodities is actually produced. In other words, 
price made of ma"trices, commodities x industries, in respect of quantity and ç - W *. UVllilllUUJ.ÜiCi5 «4L .Lli W Л. vjr 

;'írginal teSateS tha/t аГе equivalent of the sub-matrices in row; 5 of table 1. 
series oft0tals °f each of the t(7° matrices would yield the basis for compiling the 

price and quantity index numbers in respect of industries. 

fespect^' doul:)le deflation should be used in compiling quantity and price series 
respect of °f Value added. This of course requires quantity and price aggregates in 
^regate* ̂ f°?S o u^Pu^ and intermediate consumption. In practice, the required 

пц ° intermediate consumption are unlikely to be available monthly. As a 
^stable index numbers of the gross output of industries classified in con-

iti с 6 fЭГе °^е|1 used in order to compile index numbers of their value 
on Pm°?S ап^ Prices. When suitable indicators of gross output are unavailable, 

n employment are often used. 
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60. As for the gross output of services, quarterly, instead of monthly, quantity 
series of value added are recommended in the case of service establishments. Be
cause service establishments usually render one kind of service only, it is not 
necessary to supplement the recommended series in respect of the gross output of 
each kind of service. 

61. It is, however, proposed that quantity indexes of the gross output and value 
added of the transport industries should be compiled monthly. This is also the 
case for the sales and value added of the wholesale and retail trades. The volume 
of activities of these industries furnish valuable indicators of the trends in gen
eral economic activity. Monthly quantity and price index numbers of sales, rather 
than of gross output (gross margins), are proposed in the case of retail and whole
sale trade, as the former series are much easier to compile and are valuable for 
purposes of compiling aggregates in respect of the purchases of goods. 

3. Intermediate consumption and gross fixed capital formation 

62. Index numbers of quantity and price in respect of the intermediate consumption 
and gross fixed capital formation of industries are, on the whole, much more diffi
cult to compile than the corresponding series in respect of gross output and value 
added. The preparation of the indexes is complicated, especially in the case of 
fixed assets, by the need to gather elementary series on purchasers' prices and on 
quantities in respect of commodities which are purchased intermittently and which are 
often unstandardized. Fu rther, the requirements for frequent data on these flows 
are much less urgent than those in respect of gross output and value added. Annual 
series only are therefore recommended in the case of intermediate consumption and 
gross fixed capital formation. As is noted above, these series may be compiled as 
the marginal totals of matrices in which aggregates are cross-classified according 
to categories of commodities and kinds of purchasing industries. 

D. Series on other producers 

63. Annual index numbers of quantities only are suggested in the case of the gross 
output, value added and gross fixed capital formation of the government and the pri
vate non-profit services. These series are required in order to measure the flow 
«г™»*™ eJ froij1.tJiejfor^anizations and their contribution to the value added and 
formatformation of the economy. The series on gross fixed capital 
Г ° government services, in particular, are also of interest for purposes 

menï's canaeiîï tompr0rments.in the infra-structure of the economy and the govern-
capacity to render social and research services. 

E* geries on final consumption expenditure 

widely employed^n^a^pq^^ f*nal consumption expenditure of households are 
«UftTÍSL.'bS'S'S&il ЙП'ЛьГ- cost o f'living of housel10133 • :vs 
aeries of quantity indexes as vieil í ÜT1" A price in3exes and 4uarte i 

posed orders of nriorTt^ ¿ tu . аПШа1 data> should be compiled. The pro-
Ч^1геше«:"ог ¿ Ss 1'ЙГг S? th*. «^ncies of the re- _ 
poses of studies of the levpi rvf dlfflcuities of compiling them. For pur 
the suggested series are ntc consumption of different groups of the population, 
population and according I"^omif*° ̂  °f ̂  * ** 
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, It should be possible to compile most of the series on household consumption 
enditure from the recommended series on retail sales of goods and on services 

eXpdered. Fo r these purposes, it is necessary to convert the classification of re
tail sales and services according to categories of commodities into classification 

I a ccording to object of household expenditure. This will be feasible if the series 
on retail sales and services are classified in the detail suggested in table 2. 
Another useful source of data for purposes of compiling annual quantity series in 
respect of household consumption expenditure is the household sample expenditure 
survey. S uch surveys are generally the only source of data for purposes of compil
ing these series in the case of various income or socio-economic classes of the 

| population. 

66. Quantity series on government and private non-profit outlays on consumption, 
classified according to purpose are also needed in assessing the level of living of 

i the population. These series are fundamental for purposes of analysing and planning 
i the services rendered by government and non-profit units and the effects of these 
I services on the economy. 

V. VALUATION 

I A. Producers' and purchasers' values 

^ 67. V aluation in producers' values and in purchasers ' values is emphasized in 
table 2 primarily because series that are so valued, are, in most cases, less diffi- . 
cult to gather and compile than series valued in other ways. In the case of the other 
modes of valuation, the prices and the current values of sales in approximate basic 
values may, in some instances, be gathered as easily as these data in producers' 

I values. H owever, unless the market prices and current values of the corresponding 
I purchases (i.e., the purchasers' values) are adjusted for the net commodity taxes, 
I distortion in aggregation, for example in the case of value added in constant prices, 
| will be introduced. And, it is not infrequently difficult to gather purchasers' 

prices and current values of purchases adjusted for the relevant net commodity taxes. 

Б. Requirements for other modes of valuation 

68* None the less, one should not overlook the requirements for price and quantity 
mate65 V a^"ue<* * n terms oí approximate or true basic values or in terms of approxi-
tages°r-f^rU^ ^ac^or values. Attention is called earlier in this paper to the advan-
Ity fl° US^n® aPProximate basic values in input-output analysis and in the commod-
posit'01' a^roac^ to compiling consistent quantity indicators of the supply and dis-
than 10n,°^ commodities. In addition, approximate basic values are more suitable 
is the° Ucers' values for purposes of portraying the structure of production. This 
commodiHSe b ecaase net commodity taxes are often very unevenly distributed among 
mediate an<^Àn^us^r^es * True basic values, where the direct and indirect inter-
are Prefln^b^S Pr°duction, as well as the outputs, are valued in basic values, 
above w 6l>H ь6 ^°Г cer^a^n °T these purposes as the aggregation problem mentioned 
least an*1 • av°"''^e^* It would be desirable to have value added at true, or at 

the PPr°Ximate' constant factor values for purposes of measures of productivity. 
productinSe ^rue factor values, the direct and indirect intermediate inputs into 
aPProximat' aS ve^ as the output, are valued in factor values while in the case of 

e Tactor values, only the output is valued in this manner. 
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С. Basic values 

case of the value added of industries. The corresponding net commodity taxes may 
also be computed. It is much more difficult to compile series in respect of value 
added valued in true basic values. Th is requires the inversion of input-output 
tables of aggregates valued in approximate basic values. 

70. The compilation of quantity and price index numbers of value added when approx
imate factor values are used is much more difficult than when approximate basic 
values are used because certain types of indirect taxes and subsidies are not linked 
to the output or purchase of individual commodities. It is therefore necessary to 
make assumptions as to the way in which these taxes and subsidies are to be allocated 
among commodities. In order to use true factor values, it is necessary to invert 
input-output tables expressed in approximate factor values in order to value the 
direct and indirect intermediate inputs into each industry at factor values. 

71. As is indicated earlier in this paper, price and quantity series in respect of 
distributive-trade and transport margins may be calculated from matched series of 
producers' and purchasers' price aggregates or from series in respect of the margins 
that are gathered and compiled directly. The system calls for the data required for 
either approach. 

72. It is important to reconcile the figures of the total trade and transport mar
gins that result from the use of the two approaches. In gathering elementary series 
concerning purchasers' price, it is frequently difficult to determine whether two 
adjacent observations in time, or SDace. of +.ь» míoo „v.,* ^^mnnrable in 

D. Factor values 

E. Trade and transport margins 

feasible to чпрм-fv + ^ ' UUJ-caH ^ "em is unusual, it may пик 
feasible to specify the transport chain through which it should have passed. 
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'deally} be treated as differences in quality. This is so because not only 
should 1 ^ 'Qf production greater but also the.behaviour of buyers indicates that 
are the с differences. However, as is noted above, it is often not 
they as ^ identify the differences in purchasers ' prices which are due to diff'er-
feaS1 <Ü the embodied trade and transport services, enees in 

VI. THE SCHEMES OF CLASSIFICATION OF THE SYSTEM 

A. The schemes 

71 The earlier discussion of the classifications of the series of the system, has 
indicated that the major classifications used concern the kind of commodities, the 
dnd of economic activities, the object or the purpose of consumption expenditure 
and the type of gross fixed capital formation. Appropriate standard international 
schemes exist in respect of each of these modes of classification, excepting that in 1 

respect of the kind of commodities 

75. Work is proceeding on the development of the ISCC, which is a scheme of classi
fication in respect of kind of commodities.2/ This scheme of classification is t 

based on the principle that the point of departure for the classification of goods 
and services should be the kinds of economic activities in which the commodities are 
characteristically produced. This principle links the ISCC and the ISIC and facili
tates the transformation of data classified according to categories of commodities 
into data classified according to categories of industries and vice versa. The first 
level of the classification therefore consists of the groups of the ISIC. The pro
posed ISCC contains two additional levels of classification - classes and sub-classes 
in respect of the goods and services that are characteristically produced in a given 
kind of activities. Not infrequently, establishments classified to an ISIC group 
vill produce a range of characteristic commodities which in terms of process of fab
rication, physical composition, use etc. may be grouped into distinct categories, 
the members of which also differ in these respects but to a lesser extent. The 
criteria for raising the two detailed levels of the ISCC are (i) the use to which 
comaodities are put, (ii) their cost-structure, raw materials used and physical com
position, (iii) the process and technology of fabrication and (iv) their durability 

characteristics of performance. The use of these criteria should result in de
fied commodity categories, the members of which are relatively homogeneous in re
spect of the sources of, and circumstances of, demand and of supply and in respect 
° variation in, if not the level of, prices. The ISCC should therefore be suitable 

or purposes of the system of price and quantity statistics. 

(W -

Jhe International Standard Classification of All Economic Activities, Series M, 
No- n, Rev. 2, United Nations, New York, 1968; and "Classification of household 
e°°âs and services", table 6.1, "Classification of the purposes of government", 
a e 5>3, "Classification of the purposes of private non-profit bodies serving 
ousehoias", table 5.h and "Classification of gross fixed capital formation 
Wording to type", table 6.^5: A Svstem of National Accounts, op. cit. 

О/ 1!]ч ' •" '' ———— 
a t international classification of all goods and services, op. cit. 
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and 
are 

76. In the case of the distributive trades, transport and storage, the classes 
sub-classes consist of the categories of the ISCC in respect of the goods that are 
sold, freighted or stored. In the case of transport, an additional category is 
eluded for passenger transport. 

B. The detail classification in the system 

77. Levels of classification are suggested in table 2 in the light of the following 
criteria: ( i) the requirements for data in respect of the series in question, (ц)  
the possibilities of issuing reliable data and (iii) the need to co-ordinate the 
various types of classification. In the case of certain schemes of classification 
it is essential to use much greater detail of classification in gathering elementary 
series than in compiling aggregates and index numbers. 

1. Goods and goods producing industries 

78. In general, the major groups of the ISIC are suggested for use in the case of 
the classifications of goods and of the goods producing industries. This level of 
classification is sufficiently detailed for purposes of discriminating between cate-  
gories of commodities and groups of establishments, the market for which, and the 
cost-structure and technology of which, may be expected to differ significantly. 
However, in the case of agricultural and livestock products or in the case of con
struction, there is marked diversity in the gross output of the units classified to 
the corresponding major groups of the ISIC. This is the consequence of low degree 
of specialization of the units that mainly engage in agricultural and livestock 

T °r 'V^^tion- " is therefore suggested in table 2 that the com-
nrodnr+c °i.i, 6 cc should be used in the case of agricultural and livestock 
products and in the case of construction. 

lañv Vanaí^tÍÍ!iUnfv0f ^ ̂ °Г gr°UpS °f the ISIC draws suitable distinctions for 
instances for purnocec^f tv? nu®ber these categories is not too great, in most 
series of data Ac th ° p" lication reliable annual and even more frequent 
are jointly used in an^^ieS-Ín-reSpeCt °f commodities and in respect of industries 
classification should be used în ^ ^ 

ducing industriesf it i^essential^1^ data in resPect of goods and the goods p 
purposes of elementary seripc nr ^ -° USe Ш more de-taileh classification. F° r 

most homogeneous units of observation^3^ quantities> it is necessary to use th 
individual commodities in the cacP of are feasible, in general, varieties of 
of quantities. As aggregates in r py*lces a nd individual commodities in the ca 
for the system, use should bp пилс,85?6^ coramodities furnish the building bloc-
ISCC in aggregating data in respeet^f3^ *?a?b the equivalent of sub-classes of tl 
need to be classified in various T«M , . lvidual commodities. These aggregates 
dustries in respect of household" et 1П °rder to compile series in respect of in 
cf aggregation should be the most'deto.'i лП,^е case of industries, the first lev 
for example groups in the case of th* TQTP el °f the industrial classification; 
gate at the most detailed ievei of +ь While is desirable to begin to agí 
of classification for this purpose miiPrreding classifications, the feasible 
elementary series as well as weights т! +u°UrSe dePend on the availability of 
pie^T-r-0 start ths Agrégation at brocrt ^ C&Se oi> m°nthly series, it may be n< 
classifications. at broader levels of the commodity and industrial 
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2. Services and service producing industries 

order to attain a level of discrimination that approximates that of the 
A gr0Ups of the ISIC in the case of the services and service producing indus-
Са^°Г it is necessary to use the groups of the ISIC. As there are a limited number 
TlSIC groups in the case of the services, this level of classification should, on 
°ь whole, be manageable, at least for .purposes of compiling and publishing annual 
î t Ingathering elementary series and compiling aggregates, it may not, in a 
a ber of cases, be feasible to use as detailed classifications in the case of the 
services as in the case of goods. It may be difficult to gather required current-
value weights and/or the required elementary series in respect of quantities. It 
should however be feasible to gather elementary series in respect of prices classi
fied in greater detail than the elementary series in respect of quantities. In the 
absence of weights, it would of course be necessary to combine unweighted elementary 
series of prices. 

3. Other classifications 

82. In the case of the classification of the purposes of the government and the 
private non-profit services, it is suggested that the broadest levels of classifica
tion should be used. This should ease the difficulties of compiling quantity series 
in respect of their consumption expenditure classified according to purpose. More 
detailed classification than that is required in the case of the consumption expendi
ture of households. It is thought that it should, on the whole, be feasible to use 
the most detailed level of classification in the case of the series on prices but 
not in the case of the series on quantities. The next broader level of classifica
tion is therefore suggested in thé case of the latter data. 

VII. WEIGHTING, FORMULAE AND EASE PERIOD 

З3. This section of the paper deals with the weights, the formulae and the base 
P^iods which might be used in compiling the price and quantity series listed in 
table 2. 

A. Weights 

1. Scope 
A) 
i:ñlvAgSresates in respect of the value of a flow during a base period are most com-

Уused as weights in compiling index numbers of prices and quantities. These 
vei h+ateS mUSt' of course> relate to, and cover all of, the given flow. Thus, the 
itie S ^0Ï1 Pr^ce an<3 quantity index numbers of the gross output of various comrood-
(jUr.S> ° r various industries, valued at producers' values, should be the value 
V^luef ^ P^iod of the gross output of the commodities, or of the industries, 
number ̂  Pr0ducers ' values. Similarly, the weights for price and quantity index 
a-cordi ^ouse':lold final consumption expenditure in purchasers' values, classified 
chase» 1 to obû"ect should cover these flows during the base period valued in pur-
• Values _ . 

nilingtlT,S°me ca ses> quantities or prices are used as weights for purposes of eom-^ 
РПсе or quantity index numbers, respectively. Aggregates in constant prices 
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or in constant quantities are always expressed in this fashion. If this practice и  
followed, for example in the case of gross output in producers values, the product 
of the quantity and the price weights should amount to gross output during the base 
period valued in producers' values. 

2. Net sector index numbers 

86. Some countries compile price index numbers that concern a more restricted con
cept of the gross output of industries than is used in table 2. These systems of 
price index numbers are usually called "net sector indexes. Gross output is3 f n 
these instances, limited to the gross output of establishments principally engaged 
in a kind of activities that is disposed of outside the given kind of activities. 
The corresponding concept of the supply (gross output) of a category of commodities 
might be the supply of the category of commodities that is not used in producing 
other commodities of the given category. 

8?. Th e "net sector" price indexes avoid duplication in transactions between the 
establishments or commodities that are allocated to the same kind of activities. 
This duplication takes place in price index numbers of gross output. "Net sector" 
indexes are therefore of particular value in assessing the terms of trade of each 
kind of activities with the rest of the economy and in delineating the structure of 
prices. These indexes are much more useful for these purposes than are price in
dexes of gross output especially when broad categories of kind of industries or of 
kind of commodities are used. 

88. However, the net sector" price index numbers vary with the detail used in re
spect of industrial classification and are not additive. Further, "net sector" in
dex numbers of the type that are commonly compiled are not easily used in the case 
of input-output tables or in the case of national accounting data. Price index nui-  
ers of value added are better for these purposes, as well as for purposes of por

traying the terms of trade and the price structure of production. 

sec^0^ quantity index numbers are often compiled in respect of the part 
e gross ou pu of agriculture which goes to non-agricultural units. While 

n no^ ^ave апУ strong analytical advantages over index numbers 
.. . a.Ue a ,e ' гааУ easier bo compile than the value added series. Whether 
cultural Snnte^n 3 я" ^ypes basic data that are available in respect of agricultural outputs and agricultural inputs. 

/ 
B- Formulae and bake period 

are renewed in ord'ef tf f he properties of certain index number formulae 
ta?iS f0r the formulae and base per* 

m the proposed system of price and quantity statistics. 

1- The formulae 

fixed base-weighted iLpe^ef «S*?!»111 C?mpiling the series of the system are the 
the cross-weighted Fisher and Edrro, current-weighted Paasche formulae an 
formula, or variatioíf oï if hafг'?ПЬГМа^а11 formulae. Recently, the Divisea 

' so een employed in computing index numbers 
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t of the joint productivity of factor inputs into production. The Divi 
frinula is not dealt with in this paper because of the limited use to which i 

been put 

02 

LÛ uw ̂ ~ 
and because of the difficulties of making computations, 

Divisea 
it has 

The index number formulae xihich are discussed in this paper are set out below 
in the two forms of weighting described in paragraphs and 85 above. 

Laspeyres 

Q 

Paasche: 

Q 

IP1 qo 

*Po qo 

Epo ql 
£Po qo 

EPl 4 
^0 ql 

ZPi % 
IPl qo 

P 1 о о 

Fisher: j ft 

Q 
/ 

abap 

i 
j ЕР 9. Leo 0 

Y po qo 

i_ spo q0 

Y plql 
i 
t 

IPl qx 

Y Pi 
i / IPl qx 

IPl ч0 

Epo qo 

®o ql 
П>о qo 

-1/2 
ГР1 ^ 
Epo 4 

я1ql 

%qo 

1 f2 

53. In each of these formulae, the symbols p and q refer to the price and quan
tity, respectively, of individual commodities; the subscript о refers to the base 
^ar ar.d the subscript 1 to the year following the base year. A subscript i  
should also be shown in the case of the p's and q's in respect of the individual 
soanodities, 1 through n; these subscripts have been omitted in order to simplify 
,fte Presentation. The capital letters P and Q indicate whether an index number 
Ls a price or quantity index, respectively. 

faa ^as?eyres index numbers consist of arithmetic means of base-weighted relatives; 
L < e index numbers are harmonic means of current-year weighted relatives. Fisher 

x numbers are the geometric means of Laspeyres and Paasche index numbers; 
inflo 'or^h~Marshall index numbers are the arithmetic mean of Laspeyres and Paasche 
™ex numbers. 

2. Some properties of the formulae 

echni^ ?" to discuss the properties of the formulae listed above in terms of 
houlHCa ,^es^5 and in terms of certain other conditions that the index numbers 

Uia satisfy. 
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96. The important technical tests that are applied here, and have generally been 
used, are set out below. 

(i) The product of the quantity and price index should be equal to the 
value index. T his is the factor reversal test. 

(ii) The product.of the indexes, say relating period 1 to period 0 
and period 2 to period 1, should be equal to the index relating 
period 2 to period 0. This is the circular test. 

(iii) It should be possible to compile constant-price data which are con
sistent with the quantity indexes at all levels of aggregation. 

(iv) T he index numbers or aggregates at different levels of aggregation 
should be consistent, onë with the other. This is sometimes 
called the average test. 

(v) The results obtained by means of the index number formula should 
be relatively free of bias. 

97» The additional important conditions are the following: 

(i) The meaning of the index numbers or the aggregates in constant 
prices should be easily understood. 

(ii) I t should not be too difficult to compute the index numbers or 
the aggregates. 

98. The properties of the various formulae, in the case of unchained and chained 
series of index numbers and aggregates, are discussed in the light of the criteria 
set out above. When moving weights are used or Yvhen the weight base is shifted 
every five, ten, etc. years, it is of course necessary to chain the series in order 
to compare the index numbers or aggregates with differing weights. 

99. Neither the Laspeyres formula nor the Paasche formula satisfy the factor rever
sal test but a combination of a Laspeyres quantity index or aggregate and a Paasche 
iïî ïV «ÍÜ mee^ thlS test' This is so in the case of. unchained series or chain-
uhethor^nn^ho • m?Vln® *7e*ehts. The test is also satisfied by Fisher index numbers, 
should be satii*!дГь +¿ned' lAile i-t is essential that the factor reversal test 
and inDut outnut япя1У * and Price series used in national accounting 
« M "™* * «» case most otter 

may be directl^cor.nared °п^П U^h^ned series of index numbers with fixed weighs 
Laspeyres', do not meet the c- Í other, unchained index numbers, excepting 
lead io «eking ?íe ciîcuÎL î fi teSt' Chalnlne the a serles £t° 
trayai end a^fyS oí ïreSs "d л ^ Г ̂ . ̂ Ived U not too long. The por-  
facilitated by the abilitv tr> m v ac a 0I1S in a series over time is greatly 
series. In publishing series т,ь-\ ^reCt comParisons between each member of the 
tant to call attention totil ÏÏ Satisí> the circular test, it- is W*-
the members of the series. 6 rec^ comparisons that may be made betY/een 
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The constant-price aggregates and the corresponding quantity index numbers are . 
sistent, one with the other, when the Laspeyres formula is used in respect of 

Entities and prices or when the Paasche formula replaces Laspeyres ' in the case 
prices. Th e constant-price aggregates at a given level of classification also 

°jn Up to the corresponding aggregates at broader levels of classification, that is, 
Satisfy the average test. While the criteria of consistency between aggregates and. 
¡te corresponding index numbers is satisfied in the case of two consecutive periods 
then Fisher or Edgevorth-Marshall formulae are employed in unchained or chained 
series if the appropriate price cross-weights are used, the average test is not 
strictly met by the Fisher formula. It is, in general, essential that both tests 
should be met in the case of most analytical and instrumental uses. 

102. The extent to which the results of applying a given formula may be biased de
pends primarily on the degree of correlation between the relative changes in the 
veighted prices and the relative changes in the weighted quantities of the elements 
of a flow, for example the categories of commodities or of industries into which 
gross output may be divided. The bias generally increases as the absolute magnitude 
cf the degree of correlation increases. A high degree of correlation usually indi
cates that the relative actual contributions of the elements to the flow during the 
v:eight-base period and the oth- r period in question, differ substantially. The con
sequence is that the index numbers or aggregates in respect of the two periods yield 
a biased picture of the relative actual situation. 

105. Thus, if the degree of correlation is negative or positive and high, the 
laspeyres formula often overstates the actual increases in the quantum and price of 
gross output and the Paasche formula often understates the actual increases.- Ho w
ever, this would not be so if in the 'case of the various elements of the flow in 
question, the products of the relative changes in prices and the relative changes in 
quantities approximated the figure "one"; or the relative changes in pr. .es and in 
quantities were similar. As the Fisher and Edgeworth-Marshall formulae are cross-
lighted, they will yield index numbers that fall between Laspeyres index and the 
Paasche index. 

hA. The biases in series compiled according to the Laspeyres or Paasche formulae 
ect the changes in the structures of the production of, and demand for, commod-

ies and the consequent changes in the structure of the prices of these commodities. 
°re> as "the time between the weight-base period and the period paired lengthens, 

CL lkelihood of introducing bias in the series increases. Cyclical or random 
.ignir 1П Pr°duction of, and demand for, commodities are unlikely to result in 

leant bias in series computed according to the Laspeyres or Paasche formulae. 

do ncrt arise in appreciating the meaning of index numbers or 
formula SS °f prices and quantities computed according to the Laspeyres or Paasche 

'fio^'d 6aCh CaSe the weiShts used may be linked with the actual dimensions of 
Marshall fing the weight-base period. In the case of the Fisher or Edgeworth-
П01; <jUr. mulae however, the weights used relate to the average dimensions of the 

thairifvi^W°^periods. It is in general more practical to use the Laspeyres for-, 
élimina 6 °^'ler formulae, in particular, in the case of monthly, quarterly or 
forjóla annua"'" series of index numbers. The data required to use the Laspeyres 
^ resnegf6 mu ck more likely to be available in respect of a past weight base than 

1 °f a current weight base. However, the introduction of data on new 
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commodities is much simpler v/hen the Paasche formula is used. The computations in
volved in the case of the Laspeyres and Paasche formulae are less complex than those 
involved in the case of the Fisher or Edgeworth-Marshall formulae. 

3. Choice of formulae and weight base 

106. The considerations outlined above lead to the recommendation that in compiling 
aggregates and index numbers in national accounting and input-output analysis, the 
Laspeyres formula should be used in the case of quantity series and the Paasche for
mula should be used in the case of price series. This will result in quantity 
series which meet the factor reversal, circular and consistency tests, which may be 
easily understood and which are more practicable to compile than series based on 
other formulae. The use of the Faasche formula in the case of the price index num
bers does not result in the most useful series for purposes of portraying trends and 
may complicate the computation of the index numbers somewhat, but as a result, the 
factor reversal test is satisfied. It is essential that the quantity and price 
series meet the factor reversal test for purposes of a number of the analytical and 
instrumental uses of national accounting and input-output data. 

107. However, for purposes of other analytical uses of annual and more frequent 
index numbers of prices, the price series shown in table 2 should be computed with 
the Laspeyres formula. In addition to their usefulness in describing and analysing 
trends in prices, Laspeyres price index numbers are valuable for purposes of study
ing the flexibility of prices and the changes in the structure of prices. The index 
numbers are also more easily interpreted than Paasche price index numbers. The 
Laspeyres series of price index numbers satisfies the circular and consistency tests; 
and the use of the Laspeyres formula will make it possible to compile monthly, quar
terly and annual price index numbers in the absence of data on current-period values. 

108. In order to assess the extent of the bias, if any, resulting from the use of 
the Laspeyres formula in the case of annual quantity series and the Paasche formula 
in the case of annual price series, it will be useful to compare these series with 
annual series compiled according to the Paasche formula in the case of quantities 
and according to the Laspeyres formula in the case of prices. Marked differences 

^ e baspeyres and Paasche quantity or price series, point to the need to 
shift the weight base of the Laspeyres series and the comparison base of both the 
Laspeyres and Paasche series to a later period. In general, this weight base should 
«ЛптТь ! хПСе eVeTy ten years and Preferably once every five years. Care 
economi/conditiSns. & ^ comParison base P^ioá marked by unusual 

Lasûe vr e s ̂  i nd nnirb ̂ П advantag®s ,to using moving year-to-year base weights in 
in the mere rr +- + - ' & chaming the index numbers to a common comparison base 
berí to a nrfit "мРа • ™S V°Uld *eep the likelihood of bias in the index num-
anneaïw сопЛЛ *** ^ the Proble^ of dealing with new and dis-
ccneecutive vear- i Ль" be.ma^ket- However, only the index numbers for pairs of 
comparative о Ль Л *еГ1е3 W°Uld be the result of direct comparisons; 
errors in cocDutintr the ^ A! cx numbers for other years would reflect the accumulated 
the meanine of т-Лч- index numbers for all the intervening years. Furthermore, 
in the case of n^ac rS+-C°npUted in this fashion would be unclear because 
cation аЛЛЛЛIrl l' ÍЛ tm SSrieS' the "ei®hts at tha level of classify 
more detailed 'levels оГсиЙшса^Г " V°Uld differ the wei*htS * 
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k. Linking in veight base shifts 

In shifting the weight base of a series of index numbers, some countries have 
ll0'ed index numbers which are cross-weighted, for example Fisher indexes, in 
С°йр1 of the new and old weight base in the case of the two bases and the interven-
^^eriods • While this procedure has advantage, as is indicated in the discussion 
^ve of the properties of the formulae, сross-weighted series, in'particular aggre-
S tes are difficult to explain and interpret. Moreover, the series resulting from 
the us e of the cross-weighted formula will differ from the old and new series, which 
are computed according to the Laspeyres or Paasche formulae. 

Ill, A n umber of countries simply link the new series to the old series at the 
point of the new w eight base. This procedure avoids a considerable amount of work 
and publicati on of revised series in respect of the old weight base and the inter
vening periods between it and the new weight base. It also maintains consistent 
weighting a t all levels of classification of the index numbers. It is however, not 
possible t o follow this procedure in the case of constant-price aggregates. It is. 
necessary to either show the two aggregates - one weighted in prices of the old 
weight base and the other in prices of the new weight base - or to introduce the old 
veight-base or new weight-base prices at some point in the classification of flows. 
A moderately d etailed level of classification would be desirable in order to attain 
consistency a t least in the published constant-price series. 1 




